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1. 1NTRo~ucT10N 
We study the n th-order functional differential equations of the form 
x@Yt) +p(t) x(s(t)) =f(t) (1) 
x’“‘(t) + q(t) x(h(t)) = r(t) (2) 
and 
x’“‘(t) +p(t) x(g(t)) + s(t) x(h(t)) =f(t) (3) 
where 
(a) p, q, g, h, f, r: [a, co) -+ R are continuous, 
(b) p(t) > 0, q(t) > 0, g(r), h(t) are nondecreasing, 
(c) g(t) < t, h(t)> t and g(t) --+ co as t + co. 
A function x(t) ECC&,, 00) is called oscillatory if x(t) has arbitrarily large 
zeros in [to, co), to >O. Otherwise x(t) is called nonoscillatory. 
We provide sufficient conditions for the above functional differential 
equations to be almost oscillatory in the sense that every solution x(t) of 
(l), (2), and (3) is either oscillatory  else it satisfies lim,, m x”‘(t) = 0, 
06i<n-1. 
* This paper was written during Professor Akinyele’s visit at Iowa State University. 
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Our results inSection 2 complement and extend those of the authors in 
[4] to avanced arguments, as well as to deviating arguments of mixed type 
with forcing terms. For related results he reader is referred tothe papers 
C3, 6, 71. 
2. OSCILLATION THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Assume that 
(i) p(t) is an oscillatory function such that 
P’(t) =f(t) and ,lkk p”‘(t)=0 for Odi<n- 1, 
(ii) the second-order linear differential equation 
z”(t) + (n - l)! - k(t)- ~l”-*P(tMdm=O 
is oscillatory for some 0 < 1~ 1 and T > 0, 
(iii) S” [g(t)]+*p(t) dt = co. 
(A) Zf n is odd, then every solution x(t) of (1) is either oscillatory or
lim ,+m x”‘(t)=O, Odi<n- 1. 
(B) Zf n is even, then every solution x(t) of (1) is osciZZutory. 
Proof: Let x(t) be a nonoscillating solution of (1). We may assume 
without loss of generality hat x(t) is eventually positive. Consider the 
function x(t) = y( t) + p(t), then from (1) 
Y’W = -p(t) x(s(t)) 
so that -y’“‘(t) is eventually positive for t >, t,. Hence -y”‘(t), 
0 < i 6 n - 1, are monotone and one-signed for all sufficiently large t, say, 
t z t,. If y( t) < 0 for t z t,, then x(t) < p(t) for t 3 t,, which shows that x(t) 
takes on negative values for arbitrarily large t. But this contradicts he 
assumption that x(t) > 0, and so we must have y(t) > 0 for t > to. Hence for 
sufficiently large t, y(t) y’“‘(t) < 0 and by a lemma of Kiguradze [ 51 there 
exists an integer 1 E {0, 1, 2 ,..., n-l> with n-l odd and t,>O such that 
y(‘)(t) > 0 on [to, cc) for Odigl 
(-l)i-‘y’i’(t)>O on [to,co) for l<i<n. (4) 
Suppose I > 0 and n - 1 is odd. Then by applying Taylor’s formula with 
remainder, we get 
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n-I- 1 yu+q7) 
y”‘(t) = c 
j=O 
F+~-T~+(~_:_~), jr(t-s)“-“y(“)(s)ds 
. * 
=“-~-‘(-l)‘y”+“(7)(7~l)j 
j=O j! 
1 
+ (n-I-l)! .r 
‘(s-t)n-‘~lp(~)x(g(~))ds. 
, 
Now using (4), we get 
T ($.--)“-‘-I 
y”‘(t) 3 j, (n _ z- l )! 14s) x(&)) ds for T<:~T. 
As 7 + co, we obtain 
I 
P(S) x(g(s)) 4 t> T. 
Integrating the above inequality from T to t, it follows that 
Y “-1’(t)3y”-“(T)+ (r-s)“-‘-‘p(r)x(g(r))dr 
for t 2 T. Hence, by virtue of the inequality 
I ;(I-s)- ds>, A(‘-T)(r-T)“-‘-‘, Tbtdr, 
we obtain 
y”el’(t)>y”sl)(T)+j:(;~~~~liP(‘)x(g(r))dr 
+ (-)I 
cc (r-T)“-‘-’ 
p(r) h(r)) dry taT. (5) t (n-Z)! 
Let us denote the right-hand side of (5) by z(t). It is easy to verify that 
z(t) is positive and satisfies 
z”(z)+(f-T)“-‘-lp(l)x(g(l))=O, 
(n-Z)! 
t 2 T. (6) 
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Recall that x( g( 1)) = y( g( t)) + p( g(t)). Since y(t) is positive, increasing and 
p(r) -+ 0 as t -+ 00, hence for large nough T, we have 
x(g(t)) 2 ~Yk(t)h t>,T (7) 
where L is the constant appearing in (ii). Moreover y(t) satisfies the 
inequality 
y(t) > (t - T)‘-’ y”- l’(t) 
/ 
1! ’ 
t>T 
so that for all large t, we have 
yk(t)) 2;(g(t) - T)‘- ’ y”- “(s(t)) 
2; (g(t) - T)‘- ’ zk(t)). (8) 
Using (6), (7), and (8), we obtain 
/I 
z"(t) + (n _ l)! ------(g(t)- T "-*pWz(g(t))<O, t> T. (9) 
Applying now a result of Onose [6] to (9), we see that the second-order 
equation (ii) has an eventually positive solution. This, however, contradicts 
the hypothesis of the theorem, so that the integer 1associated with y(t) 
must be 0. Note that the oscillation of (ii) implies 
I Cc [g(tyyp(t) dt = co 
and if we take (i) into account, it is not hard to see that lim, _ m Ix(‘)( t l= 0 
for 0 < id n - 1 if I = 0. Also note that 1= 0 is possible only when n is odd. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the fourth-order equation 
x’iv)(t)+e”2Pnx(t-z)=e-‘/2[1 -4eP’I’] cos t. 
Now 
(10) 
384 
p(t)=epfcos f+ge-‘“cos t-625eP’12sin t 
f(t)= -4eC’cos t+e-“2cos t 
p’(t) =f( t), 
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The conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 are satisfied. In fact he solution 
x(t) = e-’ cos t is oscillatory and approaches zero as t approaches infinity. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the third-order equation 
x”‘(t) + 2e r/2-XX(t--)=2e-‘/*--e’ (11) 
whose solution is x(t) = e-‘. 
All the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. The solution x(t) = e-’ 
approaches zero as t approaches infinity. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that 
(iv) there exists an oscillatory function p(t) such that 
p’“‘(t) = r(t) and ,lim P”‘(t)=0 for O<i<n- 1, 
(v) the second-order linear differential equation 
u”(f)+(n!l)! -(t- T)np2q(t)u(t)=0 
is oscillatory for 0 -C p < 1 and large T > 0, 
04 i 2 
t”- 2q(t) dt = co. 
(A) Zf n is odd, then every solution x(t) of (2) is either oscillatory or
else lim, _ m x(‘)(t)=Ofor O<i<n- 1. 
(B) Zf n is even, then every solution of (2) is oscillatory. 
Proof Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (2) which we assume to 
be eventually positive. Putting y(t) = x(t) -p(t) in (2) and proceeding 
exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1 for 1~ (0, 1,2,..., n - I)}, n - 1 odd, we 
get 
Y “pl’(t)>y”~l’(T)+[~(r(nI)i;!‘q(r)x(h(r))dr 
+(t--T) j O” (r- T)“-‘-’ q(r) x(h(r)) dr. 
, (n - l)! 
Denote the R.H.S. of the last inequality b u(t). Then u(t) is positive and 
satisfies 
u”(t)+(r-T)n-‘-‘q(t)x(h(t))=O, 
(n-l)! 
t> T. (12) 
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Since y(t) is positive, increasing and p(t) -+ 0 as t + co, we observe that 
x(4t)) 2 wLy(4t)L t>T (13) 
where 0 < p < 1. From the inequality 
y(r)>(t-T)‘-‘y”~l’(t) 
I! > t> T, 
it follows that 
Hence combining (12), (13), and (14), we obtain 
u.‘(t)+(n!l)! - (t - T) q(t) u(t) < 0 (15) 
for all large t3 T. An application fAtkinson’s result [1 ] to (15) implies 
that the second-order quation in (v) has an eventually positive solution 
which is a contradiction. The rest of the proof follows as in Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the third-order equation 
x”‘(t) + p + 77 x(t+n)=2e-“(cos t+sin t)-ee-“2sin t. (16) 
Now 
r(t) = 2eC’(cos t+ sin t) - e-‘I* sin t 
104 P(t)=e-‘sint-&eP’/2cost--ee’12sint 
125 
p’“‘(t)=r(t) and p’j’( t) -+ 0 as t-co, i=o, 1,2 
q(t)=e”2+n>0. 
Clearly all the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied. Since n is odd, the 
solutions are either oscillatory  iim,, c4 x”‘(t) = 0, 0 < i < 2. The solution 
x(t) = e-’ sin t of the above equation is oscillatory. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Consider the equation 
sin(ln t) i I (‘) x’“‘(t)+qx(t+z)= 7 
where q and r are positive constants. The second-order equation 
corresponding to(14) then becomes 
u”(t) + ~ 
(n1”_41)! 
(t- T)“-%(t)=O, 
which is clearly oscillatory. From Theorem 2, it follows that if n is odd, 
then every solution x(t) of (17) is oscillatory, or else lim, _ m x(‘)(t) = 0, 
0 < i 6 n - 1, and that if n is even, then every solution x(t) is oscillatory. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that 
(vii) there exists an oscillatory function p(t) such that 
P(W) =f(tL p”‘( t) -i 0, Odi<n- 1, 
(viii) either the second-order equation 
/I 
z”(t) + (n - ,)! - (g(t) - T)“-*P(t) e?(t)) = 0, t3T, O<J<l (18) 
or the second-order equation 
u”(c)+(nl,)! - (t - T)+* q(t) u(t) = 0, t 2 T, 0 < p < 1 is oscillatory, 
(19) 
(ix) i” [g(t)]“-‘p(s)ds=co, s” t”-‘q(t)dt=co. 
(A) If n is odd, then every solution x(t) of (3) is either oscillatory or
else lim, _ m x(‘)(t)=Ofor O<i<n- 1. 
(B) If n is even, then every solution of (3) is oscillatory. 
Proof Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (3), which we may 
assume to be eventually positive without loss of generality. Putting 
y(t) = x(t) - p(t) and proceeding exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1 for 
I>0 and n-l odd, we get 
Y (I- l’(t) 9y”p “CT) + 1: (‘(~~~~~‘p(r) x(g(r)) dr 
+ wT)J O” (r- T)n-‘- * p(r) x(g(r)) d(n - I)! r, I (20) 
409/109/Z-3 
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and 
Y (I- “(t) 2 y”- l’(T) + 1; ‘rt---;;lq(r) x(/z(r)) dr
+ (t-T)\ m (r- T)“-‘-l q(r) x(/z(r)) dr. (n - I)! (21) f 
Denote the right-hand side of (20) by z(t) and (21) by u(t). Now the rest of 
the proof follows easily from Theorems 1 and 2 by using exactly the same 
arguments from (5) onwards. This completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the equation 
sin(ln t) i I (n) x’“‘(t)+px(t-T)+qx(t+K)= 7 
where p, q, z, and K are constants. 
The second-order quations associated with (22) are given by 
‘“(‘) + (n - I)! ~(r-r-T)“-2z(r-T)=0 
and 
u”(l) + (n tql )! -(r-r)n-2u(t)=0. 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
It is easy to see that Eqs. (23) and (24) are oscillatory. Equation (23) is 
oscillatory dueto Bradley’s theorem (see [2]). If pz” > n! or qd > n!, then 
Theorem 3 dictates that every solution of (22) is oscillatory forn even and 
for n odd, every solution x(t) is either oscillatory, or else lim, _ oD x”‘(t) = 0, 
O<i<n- 1. 
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